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An adaptive background model plays an important role for object detection in a scene which includes illumination changes. An updating process of the background model is utilized to improve the robustness against illumination changes. However, the process sometimes causes a false-negative problem when a moving object stops in an observed scene. A paused object will be gradually trained as the background since the observed pixel value is directly used for the model update. In addition, the original background model hidden by the paused object cannot be updated. If the illumination changes behind the paused object, a false-positive problem will be caused when the object restarts to move. In this paper, we propose 1) a method to inhibit background training to avoid the false-negative problem, and 2) a method to update an original background region occluded by a paused object to avoid the false-positive problem. We have used a probabilistic approach and a predictive approach of the background model to solve these problems. The great contribution of this paper is that we can keep paused objects from being trained by modeling the original background hidden by them. And also, our approach has an ability to adapt to various illumination changes. Our experimental results show that the proposed method can detect stopped objects robustly, and in addition, it is also robust for illumination changes and as efficient as the state-of-the-art method.

1. Introduction

A technique of background modeling has been widely applied to foreground object detection from video sequences. It is one of the most important issues to construct a background model which is robust for various illumination changes. Many approaches have been proposed to construct an effective background model; pixel-level approaches1)−5), region-level approaches6)−7), combinatorial approaches8)−9) and so on. Almost all of these approaches have a common process of updating the background model. Actually, this process is very beneficial to adapt to various illumination changes. On the other hand, we can say that the traditional background model has an ability to detect “Moving Objects” only. In other words, we cannot apply the traditional background model for scenes such as surveillance of an intersection, a bus stop and so on where some vehicles stops around there. Also, it cannot satisfy the demand of abandoned object detection. The update process of the background model sometimes causes a FN (false-negative) problem when a foreground object stops in the scene. This is because the paused foreground object is gradually learned as the background by the blind updating process. Therefore, we have to handle the following problems (also see Fig. 1) in order to keep detecting the paused object.

(1) Over-training of foreground objects
(2) Wrong detection of original background regions

The first problem is caused by the blind updating process of background model. Some researches tried to solve this problem by controlling the learning rate of the background model. For example, decreasing the learning rate of some regions in which foreground objects probably stop10) or utilizing two background models which have different learning rates11) have been proposed. However, these approaches have not resolved the essential problem of over-training since they just extend the time for being learned as background.

The second problem is caused by a paused foreground object when it starts to move again. In such a case, an original background region hidden by the object might be detected wrongly since the paused foreground object has been included.
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in the background model. We have to consider another possibility that what will happen if we stop the updating process of foreground regions. In such a case, the FP problem will be caused when an illumination change occurs while the foreground object stops. The hidden region will be detected wrongly since the background model does not know the illumination change occurred in the hidden region. Although the literature\textsuperscript{12} proposed an approach which considers an illumination change until a foreground object is regarded as background, it does not handle the illumination change (background change) in the region hidden by the paused foreground object.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to maintain a background model and tackle the problems mentioned above. Our approach does not stop the update process of the background model even if a pixel is regarded as foreground. Alternatively, a substitute pixel is searched from background pixels and it is used for the model update. This alternative process offers the following advantages.

(1) Our approach can control over-training of paused foreground objects without adjusting the learning rate.

(2) Our approach can update the original background region hidden by paused objects.

There are two main issues to be tackled in our study. One is how to detect object regions precisely under the condition of illumination changes. The other is how to search an appropriate pixel used for the model update. We employ two different kinds of models; one is a probabilistic background model and the other is a predictive model. These models are efficiently combined and used to resolve the two main issues.

2. Framework

The processing flow of our proposed background model is shown in Fig. 2. At the first stage (Step 1 in Fig. 2), two kinds of background models; a probabilistic model and a predictive model, are used to calculate the background likelihood. The background likelihoods are integrated in the next step (Step 2) to acquire the object region precisely. Therefore, it is required for each model to output a hypothesis of the background by using its own property for illumination changes. The probabilistic model can generate multi-modal background changes caused by waving trees, fleeting clouds and so on. Therefore, it can reduce the false-positive pixels caused by such changes. The basic idea of the probabilistic model is inspired by the literature\textsuperscript{3}. We have modified the original background model to output background likelihood for each pixel value. We will explain about the probabilistic background model in Section 3.1. On the other hand, the predictive model estimates the pixel value which will be observed at the next frame and it has a robust character with respect to illumination changes caused by a weather condition change. According to the literature\textsuperscript{13}, we can enhance the robustness against illumination changes when the predictive models are used in combination in a small region. In this research, we also introduce the region-level approach with the predictive models. We will explain about the predictive model in Section 3.2.

At the second stage (Step 2 in Fig. 2), the foreground region is determined by integrating two background likelihoods evaluated by the probabilistic background model and the predictive model. Each background outputs higher likelihoods for a background region including illumination changes, and lower likelihoods for object regions at the previous step. Therefore, we have to combine them appropriately to discriminate between the foreground and the background. We define an energy function based on Markov Random Field (MRF) and give each pixel...
a proper label (foreground or background) by minimizing the energy function, this idea is inspired by the literature. The detailed explanation will be given in Section 4.

Finally, at the third stage (Step 3 in Fig. 2), the parameters of both models are updated. Generally, the observed pixel value is directly used for updating the parameters. In our approach, meanwhile, when a pixel is judged as “foreground” at the second stage, we use an alternative background pixel value around the pixel which has similar background model. The idea comes from the assumption that a similar pixel value will be observed in the background regions which have a similar background models. The process avoids the foreground object being put to the background. We will give a detailed explanation in Section 5.

Section 4. Probabilistic Model and Predictive Model

3. Probabilistic Model and Predictive Model

In this section, we explain about the probabilistic background model and the predictive model.

3.1 Probabilistic Model based on GMM

We have modified the GMM-based background model. The modified background model consists of 2 steps; the evaluation of the background likelihood and the update of model parameters.

3.1.1 Evaluation of Background Likelihood

Let $x^t_i$ be a pixel value on a pixel $i$ at frame $t$. For simplicity, we omit the notation $i$ when we explain each pixel process. The background likelihood is represented as

$$ P(x^t) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} w^t_k \eta(x^t | \mu_k^t, \Sigma_k^t) \tag{1} $$

where $K$ is the number of distributions. The $w^t_k$, $\mu_k^t$ and $\Sigma_k^t$ are an estimate of the weight, the mean value and the covariance matrix of the $k^{th}$ Gaussian in the mixture at frame $t$ respectively. The $\eta$ is a Gaussian probability density function represented as follows.

$$ \eta(x^t | \mu^t, \Sigma^t) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{\frac{d}{2}} |\Sigma|^\frac{1}{2}} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}(x^t - \mu^t)^T \Sigma^{-1} (x^t - \mu^t) \right) \tag{2} $$

The covariance matrix $\Sigma$ is actually assumed as follows.

$$ \Sigma = \sigma I \tag{3} $$

This assumes that the red, green, and blue pixel values are independent and have the same variances.

The original approach judges whether or not an observed pixel value belongs to the “background.” Our approach does not output such a judgment result explicitly. Instead, we calculate the background likelihood at this processing stage.

3.1.2 Update of Model Parameters

The model parameters are updated in the same way as the original method. The weights of the $K$ distributions at frame $t$, $w^t_k$, are adjusted as follows

$$ w^t_k = (1 - \alpha) w^{t-1}_k + \alpha M^t_k \tag{4} $$

where $\alpha$ is the learning rate and $M^t_k$ is 1 for the model which matched and 0 for the remaining models. After this approximation, the weights are renormalized.

Every new pixel value $x^t$ is examined against the existing $K$ Gaussian distributions, until a match is found. A match is defined as a pixel value within 2.5 standard deviations of the distribution. The parameters of unmatched distributions remain the same. When a match is found for the new pixel value, the parameters of the distribution are updated as follows.

$$ \mu^t = (1 - \rho) \mu^{t-1} + \rho y^t \tag{5} $$

$$ \sigma^t = (1 - \rho) \sigma^{t-1} + \rho (y^t - \mu^t)(y^t - \mu^t)^T \tag{6} $$

The second learning rate $\rho$ is given by

$$ \rho = \alpha \eta(y^t | \mu^t, \sigma^t) \tag{7} $$

where $y^t$ is a pixel value which is used for the update of model parameters. We purposely distinguish the notation $y^t$ from $x^t$ since the pixel value $y^t$ depends on the judgment result whether or not the pixel belongs to the background. When the pixel is in the background, the observed pixel value is directly used for the model update. Otherwise, we select a pixel value which is used for the model update from another pixel. The detailed explanation about selecting such an alternative pixel will be given in Section 5.

If none of the $K$ distribution matches the current pixel value, a new Gaussian
distribution is made as follows.

\[ w_{k+1}^t = W \]  
\[ \mu_{k+1}^t = y^t \]  
\[ \sigma_{k+1}^t = \sigma_k^t \]  

where \( W \) is the initial weight value for the new Gaussian. If \( W \) is higher, the distribution is chosen as the background model for a long time. After this process, the weights are renormalized. Finally, when the weight of the least probable distribution is smaller than a threshold, the distribution is deleted, and the remaining weights are renormalized.

3.2 Predictive Model based on Exponential Smoothing

3.2.1 Exponential Smoothing

We use an exponential smoothing method \(^{(15)}\) to acquire a predictive pixel value \( z^t \). Exponential smoothing is a technique that can be applied to time series data, either to produce smoothed data for presentation, or to make forecasts. The simplest form of exponential smoothing is given by the following formula.

\[ m_t = \beta x_t + (1 - \beta) m_{t-1} \]  

where \( m_t \) is the estimate of the value, \( x_t \) is the observed value at frame \( t \). \( \beta \) is the smoothing constant in the range \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \).

When there is no trend in time series data, \( m_t \) is a good estimate value at frame \( t + 1 \). In single exponential smoothing, the forecast function is simply the latest estimate of the level. If a slope component is now added, whose the estimate value itself is updated by exponential smoothing, the trend can be taken into account. The forecast function, which gives an estimate of the series can be written as follows:

\[ z^t = m^t + \frac{1 - \beta}{\beta} r^{t-1} \]  

where \( r^t \) is the current slope and \( z^t \) is the estimate of the value with a trend. Since the previous estimate of the value is already known, it is possible to update the estimate of the slope by the following formula.

\[ r^t = \beta (z^t - z^{t-1}) + (1 - \beta) r^{t-1} \]  

3.2.2 Evaluation of Background Likelihood

The predictive model mentioned above is used for two purposes. One is for searching a pixel which has a similar tendency with the pixel hidden by a foreground object, which will be explained in Section 5. The other is for the region-level background model explained in this section. Some papers have reported that the spatial locality information is effective for illumination changes \(^{(7),(16)}\). This idea is derived from a hypothesis that similar changes will be observed around the pixels when an illumination change occurs. In the proposed method, we use not only the predictive value of the target pixel but also the values of four-neighbor pixels simultaneously in order to evaluate the background likelihood.

Let \( R \) be a set of four-neighbor pixels around pixel \( i \), the background likelihood \( Q(x^t) \) is calculated by the following formula.

\[ Q(x^t) = \frac{\sum_{i \in R} \phi(x^t_i, z^t_i)}{|R|} \]  

The \( \phi(x^t, z^t) \) is a range which allows a predictive error, which is defined as follows.

\[ \phi(x^t, z^t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } |x^t - z^t| < th \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

If the difference is smaller than \( th \) between the observed value and the predictive value, we regard the prediction as a success. The background likelihood will become higher when a larger number of success predictions is obtained.

3.2.3 Update of Model Parameters

The parameters of the predictive model are updated frame by frame. In the same way with the probabilistic background model, we decide whether or not to use the observed value directly for the model update. The detailed explanation will be given in Section 5.

4. Foreground Detection based on MRF

The probabilistic model and the predictive model output the background likelihood for each pixel. In other words, each pixel has two background likelihoods. Here, they are combined to determine the foreground or the background. We define an energy function based on Markov Random Field (MRF) and give each pixel the proper label (foreground or background) by minimizing the energy function. Our energy function is defined as
$E(L|\mathbf{x}) = \lambda \sum_{i \in V} G(l_i|x_i) + \sum_{(i,j) \in E} H(l_i,l_j|x_i,x_j)$

where $L = (l_1, \ldots, l_N)$ is the array of labels, $\mathbf{x}$ is a set of pixel values and $N$ is the number of pixels. $V$ and $E$ represent the set of all pixels and the set of all nearest four-neighboring pixel pairs respectively. $G(l_i)$ and $H(l_i,l_j)$ represent the penalty term and the smoothing term respectively and they are calculated as follows.

$G(l_i|x_i) = \frac{P(x_i) + Q(x_i)}{2}$

$H(l_i,l_j|x_i,x_j) = \frac{1}{\ln(|x_i-x_j| + 1 + \epsilon)}$

$G(l_i)$ is the combined background likelihood. Both the probabilistic model and the predictive model output a higher background likelihood, the term becomes larger. Here, we combined two likelihood with the same weight (i.e., each likelihood is not weighted to be combined). Through some experiments, we found that such a weighted approach didn’t affect the result so much compared with other parameters. Therefore, we avoid the weighted combination to avoid the unnecessary adjustment of magic parameters. The smoothing term $H(l_i,l_j)$ is calculated by examining the similarity between adjacent pixels. Here, we use the color similarity. Therefore, the same label (foreground or background) is likely to be given to pixels which have similar colors.

To minimize the total energy $E(L|\mathbf{x})$, we use a graph cut algorithm\(^{17}\). We make a graph which has two terminal nodes (Source ($s$) (Foreground) and Sink ($t$) (Background)) and some nodes corresponding to pixels (see Fig. 3). Edges are made between nodes. We give each edge a cost $u(i,j)$ defined as follows.

$u(i,j) = H(l_i,l_j|x_i,x_j)$ \hspace{1cm} (19)

$u(s,i) = \lambda (1 - G(l_i|x_i))$ \hspace{1cm} (20)

$u(i,t) = \lambda G(l_i|x_i)$ \hspace{1cm} (21)

5. Update of Model Parameters

If we directly use observed pixel values for the model update process, not only background regions but also foreground regions are gradually trained by the model. It will cause a FN (false negative) problem when a moving object stops in the scene (e.g., a bus stop, an intersection and so on). One of the solutions is to exclude foreground pixels from the update process. However, such an ad-hoc process will generate another problem that the background model on the foreground pixel cannot adapt itself to illumination changes while the foreground object stops. As a result, when the paused object starts to move again, the occluded region will be detected wrongly (FP (false positive) problem). To solve this problem, our approach updates model parameters on the foreground pixels with the help of background pixels.

The specific update process of our proposed approach is as follows. Let $F$ and $B$ be a set of foreground pixels and background pixels judged in Section 4 respectively, the pixel value $y_i^t$ for the model update is calculated as

$y_i^t = \begin{cases} x_i^t & \text{if } i \in B \\ x_c^t & \text{if } i \in F \end{cases}$

where $c \in B$ is a pixel which satisfies the following condition.

$c = \arg \min_{j \in B} f(\Theta_i, \Theta_j)$

$\Theta$ is a set of parameters of the probabilistic model and the predictive model on each pixel. In our experiments, we set $\Theta$ to be $\Theta_i = \{\mu_i^t, m_i^t, r_i^t\}$, which denotes the average background pixel value of the distribution which has the largest
weight $\mu^t$, the exponential smoothing $m^t$ and the slope of the observed value $r^t$. The most important contribution in this paper is to use $x^t$ for the model update. When a pixel is judged as belonging to the foreground, our approach searches the model which has the most similar model parameters with the pixel. The similarity between model parameters is evaluated by the distance function $f(\Theta_i, \Theta_j)$, where we use the L1 norm in our experiments.

In this way, our approach does not use foreground pixel values to update model parameters. Alternatively, we use the pixel value on the background pixel whose model parameters are the most similar with the one on the foreground pixels. This procedure avoids the foreground object from being trained as background. Therefore, even if a foreground object stops in the scene, our approach keeps detecting the foreground object. In addition, the implicit update process of the background models hidden by the foreground object reduces the FP problem when the paused object starts to move again.

6. Experimental Results

6.1 Conditions

We have used several public datasets to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed method. The computational speed of the proposed method was 7 fps for QVGA image size by using a PC with a Core i7 3.07 GHz CPU.

According to our preliminary experimental results, we set some parameters as follows; $\alpha = 0.5$, $\beta = 0.5$, $th = 15^{*1}$. These parameters were common to following experiments.

6.2 Evaluation of Implicit Model Update

The dataset used in this section is released at PETS2001 $^{*2}$ including illumination changes in the outdoor scene. We have clipped two subscenes from the original image sequence; one is a scene in which the illumination condition changes from dark to bright, and the other is a scene from bright to dark. Both scenes consist of about 600 frame images. Moreover, we have selected two $10 \times 30$ pixel areas; an area with a simple background and an area with a complex background (see Fig. 4 for details). We have conducted a simulation experiment under the assumption that a quasi-foreground object stopped on the $10 \times 30$ pixel region. The background models on the pixels are processed by three competitive methods; the method without update, the traditional background update method and the proposed method. We evaluated how effectively the proposed method updated the pixels hidden by the quasi-foreground object.

Table 1 shows the error value and the number of FP pixels around illumination changes. The error value means the difference value between the estimated value of the background model and the observed pixel value. The estimated value was acquired by the mean value of the Gaussian distribution which has the highest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Update</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple BG</td>
<td>102.8</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex BG</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple BG</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex BG</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Update</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple BG</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex BG</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple BG</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex BG</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Method</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>FP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple BG</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex BG</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple BG</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex BG</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
probability in GMM. Meanwhile, we counted up the number of pixels whose error value exceeded a threshold as FP pixels. When we did not update model parameters, the error value was large and a lot of FP pixels were detected wrongly (see “Without Update” row in Table 1). On the other hand, our proposed method could also adapt to the illumination changes even though the investigated area was occluded by the quasi-foreground object. The error value in the complex background became larger than the one in the simple background. However, this did not lead to a sensible increase of the number of FP pixels. These observations applied to both scenes; the scene from dark to bright and the scene from bright to dark. Finally, we show the results when there was no object on the target region. In such a case, the background models on the region should be updated appropriately. We call such a strategy as “Traditional Update” in Table 1. We can see that the error value was almost the same between the “Traditional method” and the “Proposed Method.” In other words, the proposed method could update a hidden background model even though it did not use the observed pixel values in the target region. Therefore, we could conclude that the implicit update process of the background model provides us a good solution for updating the region hidden by foreground objects.

6.3 Accuracy of Paused Object Detection

We have used three outdoor scenes \(^{1}\) to investigate the detection accuracy of paused foreground object regions. The Scene 1, Scene 2 and Scene 3 in Fig. 5 shows the snapshots of about 100\(^{th}\) frame, 60\(^{th}\) frame and 150\(^{th}\) frame after the moving object stopped. The illumination condition in Scene 1 is relatively stable compared with the other scenes. We prepared six competitive methods to evaluate the effectiveness.

- **GMM**  GMM based method \(^{3}\)
- **Fusion Model**  fusion model of spatial-temporal features \(^{8}\)
- **Method 1**  proposed method without implicit model update and graph cut \(^{2}\)
- **Method 2**  proposed method without implicit model update
- **Method 3**  proposed method without graph cut

\(^{1}\) We got the ground truth dataset from http://limu.ait.kyushu-u.ac.jp/dataset/

\(^{2}\) The approach is equivalent to the literature \(^{13}\).

**Proposed Method**  background model proposed in this paper

The parameters in these competitive methods were set to be the same as in the original papers or defined in this paper as mentioned above. We have evaluated the accuracy by the precision ratio, the recall ratio and the F-measure given by the following formulas.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \tag{24}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{25}
\]

\[
F = 2 \left( \frac{1}{\text{Precision}} + \frac{1}{\text{Recall}} \right) \tag{26}
\]

The F-measure indicates the balance between the precision and the recall. A larger value means a better result. The TP, FP and FN denote the number of pixels detected correctly, detected wrongly, undetected wrongly respectively.

Figure 5 shows the evaluated images, and Table 2 shows the evaluation results. The GMM based method \(^{3}\) could detect just a few foreground pixels since it had learned the paused foreground object as “background.” The fusion model \(^{8}\), Method 1 and Method 2 also gradually learned the foreground objects as “background.” This is why the recall ratios of these methods were very low in all the scenes. On the other hand, Method 3 and our proposed method gave a much better recall ratio than the competitive methods. The F-measures of them were also superior to the others. From these results, we confirmed that our implicit model update process was very effective for detection of paused foreground objects. Compared to Method 3, our proposed method provided a higher accuracy in both the precision and the recall. Method 3 detected not only paused objects but also many salt-and-pepper noises. The Graph cut algorithm provided a smoothing effect which reduced these noises.

Secondly, we have evaluated the precision ratio, the recall ratio and the F-measure with another scene in which the paused object had started to move again. The proposed method gave us a better result than the other methods (see Table 3). The GMM based method \(^{3}\), Method 1 and Method 2 detected many FP pixels (afterimage of the paused foreground object) in the region where the foreground object had been paused (see red circle regions in Fig. 6).
Fig. 5 Result of the object detection after the moving object stopped. Scene 1: 100th frame after stopped, Scene 2: 60th frame after stopped, Scene 3: 150th frame after stopped.

Fig. 6 Result of the object detection after the object restarted to move.

Fig. 7 Result of the object detection with the PETS2001 dataset. # 831: no object with illumination change, # 1461: objects without illumination change, # 4251: objects with illumination change.

is because an illumination change occurred during the period. Meanwhile, the fusion model, Method 3 and the proposed method did not detect the occluded region wrongly. However, the fusion model could not detect the inside of the moving object because of over-training of the foreground object. This is why the recall ratio of the fusion model was lower than that of the proposed method. The proposed method output lower precision ratio in the Scene 2. There was a tree
in front of the bus. The tree should be regarded as belonging to the background. However, our proposed method mistakenly detected it since the thin trunk and the branches are filtered out by the smoothing effect of the energy function defined in the Eq. (16). This is the main factor why our proposed method provided a bad precision ratio.

### 6.4 Evaluation of the Robustness against Illumination Changes

We have used an outdoor image sequence in which the illumination condition had sometimes changed rapidly, which was also used in the Section 6.2. We have selected three images (see Fig. 7) from 5,000 frames for evaluation. The parameters of the background models including the competitive methods were set to be the same as in previous experiments.

The recall ratio, the precision ratio and the F-measure are shown in Table 4. In the case where FP or FN is set to zero, we showed the F-measure as “–” in Table 4 since it cannot be calculated. The illumination condition of the scene # 831 was changed. The GMM based method 3) detected many FP pixels since it was hard for GMM to adapt to rapid illumination changes.

Meanwhile, our proposed method did not detect any FP pixels as well as the fusion model 8), which was reported to be very robust against various illumination changes. Method 1, Method 2 and Method 3 also adapted to the illumination change. The scene # 1461 included foreground objects under the stable illumination condition. The fusion model 8) detected the foreground object with the smaller size than the ground truth. This is because the fusion process was achieved by calculating a logical AND operation between two kinds of background models. Therefore, the FN became larger and the FP became smaller compared with the GMM based method. On the other hand, the proposed method tended to detect foreground objects with a larger size than the actual size. We guess that a kind of smoothing effect by the energy function would provide such a detection result. We think that such a characteristic is not a critical problem compared with the detection in a smaller size since most of surveillance systems require the position where the object is. If a method tends to detect an object in a smaller size, there is a possibility that the object will not be detected. Finally, the scene # 4251 included foreground objects with illumination changes. This scene is one of the most difficult scenes for object detection. Method 3 and the proposed method gave better results than the other competitive methods (see Fig. 7).
FP and FN pixels of Method 3 were less than those of the proposed method since small foreground objects were filtered out by a graph cut (smoothing term in the energy function) in the proposed method.

### 6.5 Comparison with WallFlower Dataset

We have compared our proposed method with the fusion model and WallFlower over the public dataset \(^1\). We counted up the FN and FP pixels in the same way as WallFlower \(^9\). The comparison results are shown in Fig. 8 and Table 5. We have cited the result of WallFlower from the literature \(^9\) \(^2\).

We got the same level of accuracy in the scene “Time of Day,” and a better result in the scene “Waving Trees” and “Camouflage.” The scene “Light Switch” included a sudden illumination change around the light switch ON/OFF. We introduced an additional process, in which a sudden illumination change was detected by counting the foreground pixels, and executed the re-initializing process according to it, in the same way as WallFlower. We got the result shown in Table 5 which was not so different from WallFlower’s result.

In the scene “Foreground Aperture,” there were many FN pixels inside the foreground object. It is very difficult to solve this problem by only using a background subtraction based approach. The approach of WallFlower extended the foreground pixels based on color similarity. Such an approach will be helpful for our proposed method to improve the performance.

Finally, in the scene “Moved Object” and “Bootstrap,” a larger number of FP

---

\(^1\) We got the dataset at http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/jckrumm/WallFlower/TestImages.htm
\(^2\) The literature \(^9\) gives several comparison results with other approaches.
pixels were detected wrongly compared with traditional methods. A chair moved and then it stopped in the scene “Moved Object.” Our proposed method kept the chair being detected as foreground after it stopped. On the other hand, the chair should not be detected in the ground truth. This is why our proposed method detected FP pixels. The scene “Bootstrap” was not suitable for our proposed method in terms of background initialization since several foreground objects were already included in the images for initialization. If we had intentionally selected some images for initialization, a better result would have been acquired. Alternatively, a robust estimation method is effective to generate some images which are useful for the model initialization.

6.6 Discussion
Through several experiments, we have investigated the effectiveness of the proposed method for object detection. When a moving object stops in the surveillance scene, the proposed method can detect it by updating the background model hidden by the paused object. However, it has a limitation that the initialization of the proposed method has to be achieved by images which do not contain any foreground objects. Otherwise, background regions hidden by such foreground objects will be mistakenly detected if the objects start to move. Also they will not be detected as long as they are stopped.

On the other hand, although the proposed method can detect paused objects, it cannot distinguish overlapping foreground objects, e.g., a moving car in front of a paused bus, and so on. We have to construct hierarchical layers of the background to solve such a problem. This is part of the future work in our research.

7. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel background modeling method. The proposed method could maintain even a background model hidden by paused objects. This process was very effective for not only an implicit background update but also keeping a foreground object to being detected. Our background model can be utilized for scene surveillance including an intersection, a bus stop and so on. Also, we are sure that it contributes to abandoned object detection. Through several experiments, we have confirmed the effectiveness of our approach from the viewpoints of the robustness against illumination changes, the handling of foreground objects and the update of background model parameters. In our future work, we will study about an efficient strategy of initializing the background model, the complement of undetected pixels such as inside the objects. And also, we will apply our approach to an actual visual surveillance system.
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